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Francisco Tomsich is an Uruguayan/
Slovene artist and author born on 19th 
of June 1981 and based in Slovenian 
Istria. He produces exhibitions, 
publications, works for the stage, 
research models and pedagogical 
devices, operating with different media, 
languages and tongues. He has co-
founded and integrates many non-
disciplinary associations of artists and 
cultural workers in South America and 
Europe. His works have been exhibited 
and published internationally and 
awarded on many occasions. His 

artistic practice is characterized by the 
attention paid to the material 
conditions of production in the time 
and place in which they occur and the 
urgency to produce critical dialogues 
between images of the past, notions of 
the present and active models of the 
future. 

--> http://anticlimacus.wordpress.com
--> @franciscotomsich
--> franciscotomsich@gmail.com
--> +386 (0) 30 734 370
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Orbis / The battle of Nancy. Painting, 
installation, video projection, video on 
TV set, poem, sound ecosystem made 
in collaboration with Vladimir 
Guicheff. Installation views. 
Contemporary Art Space, Ministry of 
Culture of Uruguay, Montevideo, 
Uruguay, 2019-2020. Photos: EAC 
(2020). --> MORE about the long-term 
research project and series of 
exhibitions, films and publications La 
bataille de Nancy (France, Slovenia, 
Uruguay, from 2013 onwards)

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/melusines-works-trabajos-de-melusina/la-bataille-de-nancy/




<
In the museum. Coal, pencil, pastel, 
hand-made oil painting, natural 
pigments on "Panamá" fabric. 300 x 300 
cm, 2019. --> MORE about painting 
practices and series of paintings.

Danilo. From the Ecography 
series (2020). Coal on paper, 29 x 
42 cm. --> MORE about drawing 
practices and models of 
actuation.

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/paintings-pinturas/
https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/drawings-dibujos/




<
In the museum. Coal, pencil, pastel, 
hand-made oil painting, natural 
pigments on "Panamá" fabric. 300 x 300 
cm, 2019. --> MORE about painting 
practices and series of paintings.

Hypochondria. Painting, sculpture, drawing, video projection, objects, book, 
series of publications on Instagram, performance. Installation view (detail). 
Insula gallery, Izola, Slovenia, 2021. --> MORE about Hypochondria.

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/2021/07/01/hypochondria-2/


Study of Rocinante. 
Wood, screws, nails 
and glue. At 
Hypochondria, Insula 
gallery, Izola, 
Slovenia, 2021. --> 
MORE  about 
sculpture practices. 

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/sculpture-escultura/


Hypochondria. Painting, sculpture, drawing, video projection, objects, book, 
series of publications on Instagram, performance. Installation view (detail). 
Insula gallery, Izola, Slovenia, 2021. --> MORE about Hypochondria.

Study of Rocinante. 
Wood, screws, nails 
and glue. At 
Hypochondria, Insula 
gallery, Izola, 
Slovenia, 2021. --> 
MORE  about 
sculpture practices. 

Icarus (Third version). 
Wood, screws, nails 
and glue. 2008-2012. 
At The Executive 
Tower, Presidency of 
Uruguay, in the 
framework of Art in 
Uruguay today, 
organized by the Host 
Country Secretariat of 
the IDB – IIC Annual 
Meeting of the Board 
of Governors, 
Montevideo, Uruguay, 
2012. --> MORE about 
the myth of Icarus in 
Francisco Tomsich's 
work.

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/series/icarus-icaro/


Silent works: This is the place. Dcoumentary 
film, 45'42'. Video projection (420 x 300 cm) at 
the group exhibition Common denominator/
Skupni imenovalec, Cirkulacija 2, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, May 2022. --> MORE about the 
series of video essays, experimental films and 
video installations and collaborations in the 
realm of sound and moving image Silent works.

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/silent-works/




Silent works: This is the place. Dcoumentary 
film, 45'42'. Video projection (420 x 300 cm) at 
the group exhibition Common denominator/
Skupni imenovalec, Cirkulacija 2, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, May 2022. --> MORE about the 
series of video essays, experimental films and 
video installations and collaborations in the 
realm of sound and moving image Silent works.

Theory of Velenje. Kunigunda festival, Velenje, 
Slovenia, 2016. An immersive installation 
made out of wood and cardboard developed 
through the three floors of an abandoned 
communal bakery in Velenje, a former coal 
mine village that became a model of socialist 
urban development during Yugoslavian times. 
Paintings made on site, drawings, 
photographies, projections, sculptures and 
objects marked the stations of a journey 
through the history and iconography of the 
city. --> MORE about the Theory of Velenje 
project.

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/places-lugares/velenje/




Melusine's Works. Various sites and countries, from 2009 
onwards. A series of site-specific, ephemeral buildings 
made out of discarded wood and pieces of cardboard which 
are (prior to their assemblage or not) painted using fresco 
techniques. The public is invited to throw water onto the 
mostly white-, evanescent-looking inner "walls" of the 
installations in order to unveil the paintings. These 
constructions, which are usually built in one night like 
Melusine's ones, are devoted to the study of the place where 

they are done, its iconography and history, and sometimes 
host performances, meetings or collective actions. Some 
of them are built intuitevely on site, some are designed or 
modelled in advance. Some of those sometimes long-term 
artistic research and production processes were also 
articulated as multimedia diaries and issued as artist books, 
as in the case of Tempel der Medusa (Hamburg, Germany - 
Montevideo, Uruguay, 2015) and La bataille de Nancy (Nancy, 
France, 2013-2018)  --> MORE about Melusine's Works.

Tempel der Medusa. Courtyard of Frappant e.V., Hamburg, 
Germany, 2014. --> MORE

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/solo-exhibitions-muestras-individuales/tempel-der-medusa/
https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/melusines-works-trabajos-de-melusina/


Melusine's Works: Lendava. Installation view. Sala Gyorgy 
square, Lendava, Slovenia, 2014. In the framework of the 
artists' residency program D'Clinic. --> MORE

Melusine's Works: Lendava. Installation view from inside 
a er the intervention of the public (detail). Sala Gyorgy 
square, Lendava, Slovenia, 2014. In the framework of the 
artists' residency program D'Clinic. --> MORE

Melusine's Works: Spodnji Hotič. Installation view. Museum 
of Pre-Modern Art, Spodnji Hotič, Slovenia, 2016. --> 
MORE

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/places-lugares/slovenia-eslovenia/lendava/
https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/places-lugares/slovenia-eslovenia/lendava/
https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/places-lugares/slovenia-eslovenia/hotic/




The Lendava Frieze, 2014-2017, 280 x 1300 cm. 
The series of site-specific installations for the 
public space Melusine's Works are dismantled 
and the cardboard "walls" are torn, 
fragmented, reworked, burned and mounted 
on walls, glass, canvas or paper to compose 
new works. --> MORE about the Melusine's 
Ruins series. 

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/paradigms-paradigmas/archaelogies-arqueologias/


Francisco Tomsich's associations, 
collaborations and collective projects with 
cultural workers, activists and artists from 
different fields and countries are many 
and diverse. The range of those activities 
are eloquent about Tomsich's interests 
and spheres of action: artistic research, 
expanded portaiture practices, non-
disciplinarity, trans-authorshipness, 
critical uses of drawing models, 
contemporary dance, among others. --> 
MORE about associations.

Transposed Study for a Common Portrait 
is an international association of artists 
and the title of an on-going trans-
disciplinary project developed since 2007 
through a series of expeditions aimed to 
produce extended portraits of certain 
places following a re-enacted protocol of 
procedures and methods. The group has 
generated 13 collective exhibitions in 
Uruguay and Brazil and has produced six 
expeditions and books: La Coronilla (2008), 
Conchillas (2009), Riozinho (2009), De 
Corrales a Tranqueras (2010), FUNSA (2011) 
and Tambores (2012). TDUEPURC 
participated in 7th MERCOSUR Biennial 
(2009) and 1st Montevideo Biennial (2012).

Bivališča Branislave Sušnik | Moradas de 
Branislava Susnik [Branislava Susnik’s 
dwellings] is an artistic research project 
and international network of cultural 
workers devoted to explore, translate, 
disseminate and produce art works, 
publications and exhibitions about the life 
and work of the Slovene/Paraguayan 
anthopologist, linguist and archaelogist 
Branislava Susnik (1920-1996). Some of the 
project's outcomes include the 
homonymous collective book (edited by 
Barbara Pregelj and Francisco Tomsich 
in 2020) and the Slovenia-based Residency 
program on humanities for Spanish-
speaking women "Branislava Susnik".

Located at Ljubljanica’s riverside 
(Ljubljana, Slovenia) Rog is primarily a 
series of buildings used for tanning until 
1945, when the complex was expropiated 
and nationalized. Between 1951-53 and 
1994 it was known as the factory of Rog 
bicycles. It was occupied by a group of 
urbanists, artists and activists in 2006. 
Until 2020, it functioned as the workspace 
of an open informal association 
(Avtonomna Tovarna Rog) of a large 
amount of people engaged in social work 
and the arts. Francisco Tomsich worked 
there between 2014 and 2018, leading 
studio practices, coordinating 
international exchanges and artists' 
residencies, developing projects in 
collaboration with artists and activists and 
producing exhibitions.

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/associations/
https://transposedstudy.wordpress.com/
https://branislavasusnik.wordpress.com/
https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/rog/


The Lendava Frieze, 2014-2017, 280 x 1300 cm. 
The series of site-specific installations for the 
public space Melusine's Works are dismantled 
and the cardboard "walls" are torn, 
fragmented, reworked, burned and mounted 
on walls, glass, canvas or paper to compose 
new works. --> MORE about the Melusine's 
Ruins series. 

Translacija | Traslación, a Ljubljana-based 
platform for production, exhibition and 
research on performance art created by 
artists Tatiana Kocmur and Francisco 
Tomsich in 2018. It develops research 
models, exhibitions, publications and 
performance festivals and events.

Meta City Symptoms was a series of 
ephemeral and concrete art events and 
statements conceived for public, neglected, 
obscure, displaced or forgotten spaces 
composed and propagated by an 
international association of artists based 
in Ljubljana, Slovenia. The procedures and 
rites were replicated in different locations 
following the moon’s cycles. Meta City 
Symptoms was founded in Ljubljana by 
artists Simon Svetlik, Žiga Pilih and 
Francisco Tomsich.

The collaborative research on movement 
and representation between Francisco 
Tomsich and the dancer, coreographer and 
dance teacher Ruth Ferrari  has taken 
different shapes, from a remake of Ulrike 
Grossarth’s piece Exercises (DO IT, 
Contemporary Art Space, Montevideo, 
2011) to Los hombres sin paz  [The Men 
Without Peace], a research project initiated 
in 2012 which comprises the production 
(2014), of an homonymous dance piece for 
seven male dancers, re-staged in 2016. 
Francisco Tomsich works as a teacher of 
performance art history and coreographer 
of contemporary dance projects in 
Uruguay, Slovenia and Macedonia.

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/associations-asociaciones/translacija-traslacion/
https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/associations-asociaciones/meta-city-symptoms-materialni-pogoji-produkcije/
https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/category/dance-danza/




Documents of the development of The 
“Yugoeslavia” folder, a long-term artistic 
research project focused on the connections 
and dialogues between artists from the 
former Yugoslavia and the River Plate region 
corresponding through the Mail Art network 
from the late 1960’s onwards. In the 
framework of Talgia, a meta-project and 
model of actuation focused on the study, 
adoption, use and manipulation of elements 
from the culture, history and art practices 
from Yugoslavia1 and the former Yugoslavian 

countries, exploring at the same time the 
relationships, connections, similarities and 
differences between them and their 
correlatives in the Southern Cone of South 
America. Talgia’s range of products, 
outcomes and public appearances goes from 
essays and poems to paintings and films, 
from academic papers and translations to art 
exhibitions, collective platforms and 
collaborations with persons, institutions and 
collectives from different countries. --> 
MORE about Talgia.

https://anticlimacus.wordpress.com/talgia/


The dialectical praxis. Dialectics, dislocation, 
translation, metaphrase and transposition are key 
words in Francisco Tomsich’s artistic practice. 
Different languages and media (painting, video, 
installation, drawing, sculpture, photography, 
literary writing, music composition) are 
approached in their very specificity and put 
together in order to represent complex creative 
processes in certain coordinates of time and 
place. An expanded notion of diaries is the main 
paradigm of organization in this model of 
actuation, and books and large-scale exhibitions 
the preferred formats. This way (one amongst 
many) of approaching Tomsich’s work does not 
mean giving prominence to autobiographical 
aspects. On the contrary, series of art works, 
publications, editions, long-term projects or site-
specific devices are intended to engage with 
material conditions of production, political and 
spiritual responsibility and urgency for producing 
dialogues and conflicts between images of the 
past, notions of present and active models of 
future. What I mean by the word “specificity” is 
related to a very coherent repertory of themes, 
materials and procedures, not obscured by the 
multiplicity of activities carried out by Tomsich 
in different contexts. Heads on plinths can be 
found in drawings made in 2000 as well as in 
installations made in 2017. The myth of Icarus is 
visited in texts written in 2006 and sculptures 
made and re-made from 2007 onwards. A short 
list of aprioris that his works meditates upon 
should include: the revolutionary imperatives of 
art practices, the building of tradition and the 
notion of repetition, the burdens and 
misunderstandings of recent history, translation, 
anarchitecture, political iconography, allegory, 
monument, portraiture as knowledge and 
communication, drawing as resistance and 
attention, notions of usefulness, critique of 

institutional and common-place reductionisms of 
art practices, myth as return of the same, 
friendship. Materials, forms and functions in 
Tomsich’s work are thoughtfully related to 
specific traditions he wants to examine, and this 
applies to the use of sonnets for exercises on 
collaborative poetry-writing as well as to his re-
elaboration of fresco techniques in painting in 
order to achieve that loose, diffuse and ancient-
looking character that evidently alludes to 
specific sociopolitical context (as previously 
studied in his series of “dissapearing” chalk 
paintings) as well as to actual matters related to 
our perception and use of painted images. His 
quest for new forms to address actual societal and 
artistic “symptoms” permeates all his work, from 
his series of carved potatoes in dialogue with 
significant artists and traditions to his recent 
video works, exercises on multi-layered 
translation; from his incursions in choreography 
and performative events to his long-term research 
on the relations between word and sound 
developed together with the composer Vladimir 
Guicheff. These practices are always based on 
investigation, dialogue and search of certain 
consensus about procedures and meanings. This 
is why activism, teaching and collaboration with 
other cultural workers and artists from different 
fields is a constant in his praxis. This latter aspect 
had lead him to found and integrate numerous art 
groups and what he calls “non-disciplinary artists’ 
associations” in South America (where he was 
born) and Europe (where he lives since 2013). In 
his case, nomadism is also related to clear 
personal decissions and the quest for traces of 
20th century’s history which are in danger of 
dissapearing and being forgotten. 

Polona Fatur, 2017


